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Brian Duffy, aging soldier of fortune, had been hired in Venice by a strange old man who called himself Aurelianus

Ambrosius. He was supposed to go to Vienna and act as bouncer at an inn where the fabulous Herzwesten beer was

brewed. That was clear enough.

But why was he guided and guarded on the trip by creatures from the ancient legends? Why should he be attacked by

ifrits and saved by mythical dwarfs? What was so important about the Herzwesten beer to the Fisher King -- whoever

he was? Why was Duffy plagued by visions of a sword and an arm rising from a lake? And what had a bunch of

drunken, ancient Vikings to do with it all?

Then there was no time for speculation as Vienna was besieged by the Turkish armies of Suleiman. Duffy found

himself drawn into a war of desperation and magic. It was up to him to preserve the West until the drawing of the

Dark.

From the Paperback edition.
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Del Rey's Impact line introduces a list of titles that have "slipped through the cracks and become buried treasure." The

re-release of Tim Powers's The Drawing of the Dark (first published in 1979) is indeed worthy of the imprint. It was
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his third novel and first foray into the fantasy genre.

It is the year 1529 and Brian Duffy, a soldier of fortune, finds himself in Venice. A late-night confrontation with

three brothers over a matter of honor convinces Brian to find greener pastures. After a chance meeting with an old

monk named Aurelainus, Brian finds himself hired on to be the bouncer at the famous Herzwesten brewery and inn

(formerly a monastery) located in Vienna. During Brian's voyage from Venice to Vienna, he crosses the Dolomite

Mountains, only to meet assassins who attack him. Dwarves and creatures Brian knew only from mythology assist

him in vanquishing his attackers.

The mythical Fisher King is a central character in The Drawing of the Dark, and cameos by the Roman god Bacchus,

the Lady of the Lake, reincarnations of King Arthur and Sigmund from Norse mythology, Merlin, and hosts of

soldiers, including Vikings and Swiss mercenaries, add to the otherworldly feel. The legendary heroes are allied

against legions of soldiers from the Turkish Ottoman Empire under Suleiman and his wizard Ibrahim, who try to

repeat the successes of their 1521 and 1526 invasions of eastern Europe by laying siege to Vienna. But just what is

their objective? The city or the beer?

Tim Powers does a great job of tying the historical invasion of eastern Europe by the Turks to a rollicking, fun-filled

fantasy, which offers its own reasons for the invasion and a wonderful cast of heroes that ultimately repel the

invaders. This is a must-read for Tim Powers fans and for readers who have yet to delve into his rich, wonderful

worlds. --Robert Gately
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Brian Duffy, aging soldier of fortune, had been hired in Venice by a strange old man who called himself Aurelianus

Ambrosius. He was supposed to go to Vienna and act as bouncer at an inn where the fabulous Herzwesten beer was

brewed. That was clear enough.

But why was he guided and guarded on the trip by creatures from the ancient legends? Why should he be attacked by

ifrits and saved by mythical dwarfs? What was so important about the Herzwesten beer to the Fisher King -- whoever

he was? Why was Duffy plagued by visions of a sword and an arm rising from a lake? And what had a bunch of

drunken, ancient Vikings to do with it all?

Then there was no time for speculation as Vienna was besieged by the Turkish armies of Suleiman. Duffy found

himself drawn into a war of desperation and magic. It was up to him to preserve the West until the drawing of the

Dark.

From the Paperback edition.
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